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Reflection electron energy loss spectra from polycrys
talline beryllium for prim ary electron energies within 
100-1 000 eV are m easured. The peak intensities increase 
with the prim ary energy. From  this dependence the electron 
m ean free path for volum e plasm on excitation in beryllium 
is evaluated.
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The dependence o f reflection electron energy loss 
(REEL) spectra of alum inium  on the primary electron  
energy has been studied by Koval etal. [1, 2], who also  
proposed a m ethod for the evaluation of the electron  
mean free path for volum e plasm on excitation from  
such data. In the present work the m ethod presented  
in [1] is used for the evaluation o f the electron mean  
free path for volum e plasm on excitation in p o ly
crystalline beryllium from REEL spectra obtained  
with primary electron energies in the range 
100-1  000 eV.

Experimental

The REEL spectra were obtained with a hom e
made cylindrical m ir/or analyzer (CM A) [3]. The pres
sure w ithin the apparatus was 5 x 10 “ 10 Torr. For 
cleaning the sam ple was bombarded with K + -ions 
and heated. After this treatment a very strong line at 
104 eV was observed in the AES spectrum and attrib
uted to the Be K V V  Auger transition. Weak Auger 
peaks were attributed to spurious O and C. The clean
ing procedure for beryllium using potassium  ion b om 
bardm ent from a zeolite source was outlined in [4], 
The REEL spectra were obtained in the first deriva
tive m ode (using Vp_ p =  0.5 V) in order to substract
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the continuous background of inelastically reflected 
electrons. The current o f the primary electrons was 
kept constant. It is know n that in the first derivative 
m ode the measured signal at the output o f the CM A  
is proportional to E N ( E ) /d E  +  E,  but for small 
m odulation  signals the measured signal is propor
tional to d N  (E)/dE  [5]. Since the detected yield is 
affected also by the C M A  intrinsic resolution, the di
rect REEL data should be corrected. In our case, how 
ever, this was not necessary because we are interested 
in their trends only.

Results

The obtained REEL spectra were already presented  
in [4] and are show n in Figure 1. The main features of 
these spectra can be sum m arized as follows: The rela-

m on peak.
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Fig. 2. Dependence of the electron mean free path  for vol
ume plasm on excitation in polycrystalline beryllium  on dif
ferent energies of prim ary electrons. The solid line presents 
the theoretical da ta  of Q uinn [7]. Insert: Results of Koval 
et al. [1] for alum inium .

tive intensity o f volum e and elastic peaks changes with 
the primary electron energy while no energy shift of  
plasm on excitations occurs in the experim ental energy 
range.

A ccording to the procedure outlined in [1] there 
exist relations between the intensities o f the volum e 
plasm on (Iv ) and elastic peaks ( /0) and the electron  
m ean free paths w ithout energy loss ( / 0) and for vol

ume plasm on excitation (Xv ). The intensities of elasti
cally reflected electrons and o f electrons which have 
lost discrete energy quanta for volum e plasm on exci
tation were calculated, assum ing G aussian elastic and 
volume plasm on peaks, according to the formula 
I = y / 2  n  e x hz2/ 8, where h denotes the peak height 
and z the energy separation between m aximum and  
m inim um  o f the peak in the energy distribution deriv
ative. The / 0 values were calculated using the formula 
o f Seach et al. [6]. In Fig. 2 the dependence of the 
electron m ean free path for volum e plasm on excita
tion on the primary electron energy for beryllium is 
presented. The solid line corresponds to the theoreti
cal data using Q uinn’s equation [7].

Conclusion

The calculations based on our intensity measure
m ents are in quite good  agreement with the theoreti
cal results only for energies larger than 400 eV. For 
sm aller energies the agreem ent is poorer although not 
very bad, likewise as in [1], One o f the possible reasons 
is the inadequacy o f Q uinn’s theoretical approach in 
this energy range.
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